CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS

Adjustable Pallet truck
With the possibility to adjust the
pallet truck to different pallets sizes
this solution becomes very flexible.
Adjustable in three steps.
Equipped with pallet holders and
towing package.

Chair truck
This trolley is perfect when you need to move
a lot of chairs.
And when you are done, this trolley can be
folded away so it takes minimal place to store.

Profile trolley
Store and move your profiles and pipes
quick and easy.
With five levels on every side it has room
for a lot of material. And always with easy
access to them.
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Packing table
A movable packing table with shelves on
each side that you easily fold away.
A writing table and a small shelf in front
of you for easy access.

Picking trolley
Constructed for supermarkets when they pick
products for their customers that choose to
order online.
Top shelf can be pulled out, smart dividers,
writing tablet and a lot of small smart
functions that make the picking process easy.

Picking trolley
With six shelves on every side this trolley
has plenty of room for trays.
To make it easy to pick material from the
trolley all the shelves are tiltable.
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Net trolley
A simple trolley used in containers for
collecting clothing. Simply place the trolley
in the container and remove it when it is full.
One side is possible to open for easy access.

Transportation trolley
From our standard products we make some
small changes and the trolley is suitable for
a new application.
Originally used as a board trolley and now
used to store and move foldable tables.

Cable trolley
Same idea as a sack truck, easy to move
things around.
This was specially made to store and
move cable drums.
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Pallet truck
Sometimes you need a trolley to suit your
custom made pallets or other large items.
To secure and make this trolley handle heavy
loads we added an extra pair of castors.

Pallet truck with pipes
With pipes in order to hold the cargo in
the right place.

Pallet truck
A pallet truck can be used in a lot of
different ways.
Here we simply added a board on top
of it, to make it suitable for handling
small components.
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Transport trolley with lock
Sometimes you need to protect your
products from theft. This trolley has easy
access from both sides, and secure with a
locking function.
Robust construction keeps your goods safe.

Table trolley
A table trolley with unusual measurements,
suitable for narrow aisles.
Braked castors and robust construction
make it very durable.

special@kongamek.se
If the trolley you, our your customer, want is
not to be found in our Workmate assortment
we are prepared to customise a trolley for you
or your customer. Our engineering team has
years of experience in tailor made solutions.

